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The Leopard
Jo Nesbø

translated from the Norwegian by Don Bartlett
2012, c2011, FIC NESBO

Two young women are found murdered in Oslo, both
drowned in their own blood. Media coverage quickly
reaches fever pitch: could this be the work of a serial killer?
Harry’s buried instincts begin to take over.

Vigilante

Large Print
Stephen J. Cannell
2012, c2011, FIC CANNELL

Lita Mendez was a thorn in the LAPD’s side. An aggressive
police critic and gang activist, she’d filed countless complaints
against the department. So when she’s found dead in her
home, Detective Scully and his partner Hitchens fear the
worst: that there’s a killer in their ranks.

Buried in a Book
Deadly Sins

Lora Leigh

2012, FIC LEIGH

Witnesses to a shocking crime, three men must face the
dangers of the past to unlock the passion in their hearts…

Dead Last

James W. Hall
2012, FIC HALL

When a real-life serial killer begins to copy storylines featured
on a popular cable television crime series, the reclusive
Thorn joins forces with an Oklahoma policewoman in a case
that implicates the show’s head writer and leading man.

Private Games [CD Book]
James Patterson

2012, CPD FIC PATTERSON

The opening ceremony is still hours away when Private
investigator and single father of twins, Peter Knight,
is called to the scene of a ruthless murder. A high-ranking
member of the games organizing committee and his mistress
has been killed. It’s clear that it wasn’t a crime of passion,
but one of precise calculation and execution.

Lucy Arlington

2012, MYS ARLINGTO

The first in a new series; after losing her job as a journalist at
the age of 45, Lila Wilkins accepts an internship at A Novel
Idea, a thriving literary agency in North Carolina. When a
penniless aspiring author drops dead in the agency’s waiting
room--and Lila discovers a series of threatening letters--she’s
determined to find out who wrote him off.

Guilty Wives
James Patterson

2012, FIC PATTERSON

GUILTY WIVES is the ultimate indulgence, the kind of
nonstop joy-ride of excess, friendship, betrayal, and danger
that only James Patterson can create.

Left for Dead
Judith A. Jance

2012, MYS JANCE

When the near-fatal shooting of a former police academy
classmate reveals clues that his wife and he were operating
on the wrong side of the law, Alice Reynolds teams up with
Sister Anselm, who is attending an undocumented woman
who has been savagely attacked by a drug cartel.

